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Abstract 

In this paper, we give sparse form bounds and sparse bounds for Fourier integral operators asso
ciated with the symbol belonging to Hormander class. 

1 Introduction and results 

For any m E JR and O ~ p, /j ~ 1, Hormander class s;;:0 is defined as the set of all a E C 00 (JR2n) such that 

for any (x,~) E JR2n and a,/3 EN~. Here, A ;'.SB means A~ CB with a positive constant C > 0. Given 
a E s;,0 and <I> E C 00 (1Rn x (Rn\ {0})), we define the Fourier integral operator (FIO for short) Ta,<P by 

for f ES. For simplicity, we write Ta,if> = T. We assume that 

(A-1) There exists a compact set K such that a= 0 on Kc x Rn, 

(A-2) <I> is a real-valued function and homogeneous of degree one in~' 

(A-3) inf ldet(aa<I>ac (x,rnl > 0. 
xEK,(;iO X; <,,j 

In the case <I>(x,~) = x~, Tis a pseudodifferential operator. Pseudodifferential operators are useful for 
study of elliptic equations. However, the operators can not be applied to non-elliptic problems. FIOs 
were introduced by Hormander [6] to consider such problems. For example, if u solves the wave equation, 

{ 
(8;-Ll)u=0 
u(0) = 0 
8tu(0) = f 

then, u is written as u(x, t) = (TJ + Tl)J(x) where 

in ]Rn X JR, 
in lRn, 
in lRn, 

Peral [11] showed that for anyt E JR, TJ+T{ is bounded from LP to H; ifand only if ll/p-1/21 ~ 1/(n-1), 
wheres= 1 - (n - 1)11/p - 1;21. For p E [1, oo), HP-LP boundedness of T with a Esra was proved by 
Stein [13] when m ~ -(n -1)11/p- 1/21. Here, HP means the Hardy space. In the cas~ a E s;;:,i_P with 
1/2 ~ p ~ 1 and m = -(n - p)ll/p - 1/21, LP boundedness of Twas proved by Seeger, Sogge and Stein 
[14]. The main purpose of this master thesis is to establish the sparse form bounds and sparse bounds 
for T: 

l(Tf,g)I ;'.S As-,r,s'(f,g) , ITJ(x)I ;'.S As-,rf(x) 

under the conditions (A-1)-(A-3). See below for the definition of As-,r,s' and As-,rf-
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Definition 1.1. Let 1) E (0, 1). A collection Y of cubes in ]Rn is 17-sparse if there are pairwise disjoint 
subsets {Eq}QE.9' such that Eq C Q, and IEql > 77IQI, 

When 77 is not important, we omit it. For any cube Q and p E [1, oo), we define (J)p,Q := IQI-½ llflb(Q)· 
For a sparse collection Y and r, s E [1, oo) , the (r, s )-sparse form operator A.9',r,s and r-sparse operator 
Ay, r are defined by 

QE.9' 

for f,g E Lfoc· If r < p < s, we have 

QE.9' 

This inequality is easily checked from the LP-boundedness of r-Hardy Littlewood maximal operator Mr 
which is defined by Mrf(x) = supq3 x U)r,Q· Furthermore, weighted inequality with Muckenhoupt 
weights is deduced from sparse form bounds. Bernicot, Frey and Petermichl [2] showed 

where a= max(-1-, s-l ), [w]A = supq(w) 1 q(wl-q')i-q1 and [w]RH = supq(w)~q1 (w)q Q for any 1 < p-r s-p q , , q , , 

q < oo. From this inequality, sparse form bounds is used to study weighted bounds for operators. In 
recent years, people are interested in establishing sparse form bounds for several operators. Sparse form 
bounds of rough singular integral operators and Bochner-Riesz multipliers were shown by Conde-Alonso, 
Culic, Plinio and Ou [4], and Lacey, Mena and Reguera [10] respectively. Beltran and Cladek [3] proved 
the sparse form bounds and sparse bounds for pseudodifferential operators with symbols in s;::-P with 
0 ~ p < 1 and suitable m. It is natural to ask the same problem for FIOs instead of pseudodifferential 
operators. Main results are the following. 

Theorem 1.1. Let 1 ~ r ~ s < oo and m < 0. We assume that a E S10 and if> E C 00 (1Rn x (JRn \ {0})) 
satisfy the assumptions (A-1)-(A-3). Then, for any compactly supported bounded functions f, g, there is 
a sparse collection Y such that 

l(Tf,g)I ;S A.9',r,s'(J,g) 

if 

m < -(n -1)(1/s -1/2) - n(l/r -1/s) and 1 ~ r ~ s ~ 2 

or 

m < -n(l/r -1/s) and 1 ~ r ~ 2 ~ s ~ r'. 

Remark 1.1. When 1 < p < oo, Theorem 1.1 gives us the LP-boundedness of T with a E S10 and 
m < -(n - 1)11/p -1/21. Stein {13} proved that T can be extended to a bounded operator on LP' when 
m = -(n - 1)11/p - 1/21. However, it seems that this case can not be deduced from the sparse form 
bounds. 

Remark 1.2. By using duality, we can see that 

l(Tf,g)I ;S A.9',s',r(f,g) 

under the same condition of Theorem 1.1. 

Theorem 1.1 does not include sparse form bounds in the case 1 ~ r ~ 2 and s = oo. However, the 
following theorem covers such a case. 
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Theorem 1.2. Let l :::; r ::; 2, m < 0 and 0 ::; p, 15::; 1. We assume that a E s;;:0 and iI> E c=(JR_n x 
(JR.n \ {0} )) satisfy the assumptions (A-1)-(A-2). Then, for any compactly supported bounded function f, 
there are sparse collections {S"kh=l,··· ,3n such that 

if m < -n/r. 

Remark 1.3. Since 

3n 

ITf(x)I ;S LAS"k,rf(x) 
k=l 

the following bounds hold under the same condition of Theorem 1.2. 

l(Tf,g)I ;S AS",r,1(1,g) 

Furthermore, the Theorem 1.1 and the weighted inequality above give us weighted bounds for FIO. 

Corollary 1.1. Let a E Si','0 with m < 0, iI> satisfy the assumptions (A-1)-(A-3) and w EA=. Then, 

holds in the following cases; 
(1) m < -n, l < p < oo and w E Ap. 

{2) -n::; m < -n/2, -n/m < p < oo and w E A-(mp)/n-

{3) -n/2::; m < 0, 2 < p < 2n/(n + 2m) and w E Ap/2 n RH(2n/{(n+2m)p})'· 

2 Sparse domination of Fourier integral operators 

In this section, we give a proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and Corollary 1.1 

2.1 Decomposition of T 

Using the idea of Beltran and Cladek [3], we decompose T. We take 'ljJ E Co"(JR.n) such that supp 'ljJ 
C B(0, 2) , 'ljJ = 1 on B(0, 1) and 'ljJ 2': 0, and denote '1/Js(~) := 1jJ(2-s~) - 'ljJ(2-s+l~) for s ER Then Tj is 
defined by 

{ eiif>(x,1'.la(x, ~)'1/Jj(~)f (~)d~ 
I~n 
J f ei{if>(x,l'.)-yl',} a(x, ~)'1/Jj(~)f(y)d~dy 

J,R.2n 

for any f E S and j E Z. Moreover, for c > 0 and £ E Z, we define 

For any c > 0, T is decomposed as follows : 

(j:::: 0) 

(j < 0) 
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We need further decomposition of Tj,l· For v E {0, 1, 2} n and k E Z, the set Vi of dyadic cubes is defined 
by 

We decompose Tj,t as 

where 

(j2'.0,C>jc:) 
(j 2: 0,£:::; jc:) 
(j<0,£2:0) 
(j<0,£<0) 

Here, we remark that the support of Tj,t(fl½Q) is contained in Q. To prove Theorem 1.1, we make use 
of the following lemma which was given by Lacay and Mena [9]. 

Lemma 2.1. Suppose 'I/ E (0, 1) and r, s E [1, oo). For any compactly supported bounded functions f, g, 
there is a sparse collection Si"o such that 

As-,r,s(f,g) ;S As-0 ,r,s(f,g) 

for any 'fl-sparse collection Si". 

2.2 Estimates of Ti,l 

We estimate IITj,1llrs := sup IITi,dllL" with 1 :Sr :S s :S oo to prove Theorem 1.1. 
' 111/IILr=l 

Lemma 2.2. For 1 :S r :S s :S 2 and j 2 0, we have the followings. 

(1) For CEZ with C > jc:, IITj,tllrs ;S 210n(m-n)(jH)_ 

(2) II-' . T· II < 2jm+j(n-1)(1/s-1/2)+jn(l/r-1/s)_ 
L.,d,'5:_cJ J,I!.. r,s rv 

Proof. (1) Let N be a positive integer and \Ji(x, ~) = <l>(x, ~) - x~. We integrate by parts in~ to obtain 

ITj,d(x)I If J ei(x-y)sei'f!(x,s)a(x, ~)1/;j(~)1Pt(x - y)f(y)d~dyl 

:::; J ILlr (ei'f!(x,s)a(x, 01/'j(~))ld~ J Ix - Yl-2NIV't(X - y)f(y)ldy. 

Since \Ji is homogeneous of degree one in~ and~ is localized in the annulus {2i-l :S l~I :S 2i+1 }, it holds 
that 1arw(x,~)I ;S 1~11-lal ;S 2(1-lal)j for any a EN~, and 1arei'¥(x,s)1 ;S 1. Therefore we obtain 

sup ILlf{ei'f!(x,s)a(x, ~)1/'j(~))I ;S 2im :S 1, 
x,s 

which yields 

ITj,d(x)I ;S 2jn-lN-jeN J IV't(X -y)llf(y)ldy. 
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By using Young's inequality and taking sufficiently large N, we have 

I IT 11 < 210n(m-n)(jH) 
J,f r,s rv 

(2) Since Lt<::js Tj,£ = Tj - Lt>js Tj,£, it suffices to prove 

I ITj I lr,s ;S 2jm+j(n-1)(1/s-1/2)+jn(l/r-1/s). 

Since l8f8f{a(x,~)i/ij(~)}I ;S 2im(1 + iw-1" 1 and L2-boundedness of FIO [13], it holds IITjlb ;S 2im. 
Let Kj be the kernel of Tj, i.e. 

The inequality 

was proved by Stein [13]. Hence, one obtains IITill 1,1 ;S 2im+j(n-l)/2 • Interpolating this and L2-bound 
above, we have 

I IT 11 < 2jm+j(n-1)(1/s-1/2). 
J s,s rv 

Let {Ji= VJi-l + VJi + VJi+l· From the L 8 -bound, we deduce 

IITj(F-1[,(/;j] * /)II£, 

;S 2jm+j(n-1)(1/s-1/2)IIF-1[,(/;j] * /IIL' 

;S 2jm+j(n-1)(1/s-1/2)+jn(l/r-1/s) I I/I IL". 

Lemma 2.3. For 1 ::; r ::; 2 ::; s ::; r' and j 2'. 0, we get the followings. 

(1) For£ E Z with£> jE:, IITj,tllr,s ;S 210n(m-n)(jH)_ 

(2) II" . T· II < 2im+jn(l/r-l/s)_ 
L.d.'5:.eJ J,f. r,s rv 

□ 

Proof. First claim is the same as (1) of Lemma 2.2. Let us prove the second inequality. We can easily 
check that IITilli,oo ;S 2im+in. Interpolating this and L2-bound ofTj, we can see 

IITII < 2jm+jn(2/r-1)_ 
J r,r' rv 

On the other hand, we have IITiIIr,2 ;S 2im+jn(l/r-l/2) from the proof of Lemma 2.2. Interpolating this 

and Lr-Lr' bounds above, we obtain 

Lemma 2.4. For 1 ::; r ::; s < oo and j < 0, it holds the followings. 

(1) For£ EN, IITj,tllr,s ;S 210n(j-£)_ 

(2) II Lt<O Tj,tllr 8 ;S 2jn/r. 

□ 
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Proof. (1) For lal 2': 1, we obtain l8feiw(xl) I ;S l.;1 1- 1" 1 , and l~t'(eiw(x,~la(x, .;)1Pj(.;))I ;S 2-2iN+j ::; 
2-2iN for any N EN. By using integration by parts, one has 

ITj,d(x)I ;S J 1~r (ei'l'(x,~la(x, .;)1/;j(<;))ld.; J Ix - Yl-2Nl1/Je-(1+e:)j(x - y)J(y)ldy 

< TuN+ 2e:iN j 11/Je-(i+e:)i(x -y)IIJ(y)ldy. 

By taking sufficiently large N, we have 

II T II < 210n(j-£)_ 
J,f r,s ,...,,_, 

(2) To prove the second estimate, we prove I I Ti I lr,s ;S 2in/r. It is not hard to see that 

IITifllL= ;S min(2jnllfllu, 2in/2IIJIIL2)-

Since the support of a(·,.;) is compact set, we obtain 11Tjll 2 2 ;S 2in/2 and IITj 11 1 1 ;S 2in. Therefore, we 

can see I ITj I lr,s ;S 2jn/r and 11 Lt<O Tj,£1 lr,s ;S 2jn/r in the s~e way as Lemma 2.2. D 

2.3 Proof of Theorem 1.1 

Proof. Recall the decomposition of Tin Subsection 2.1: 

First, we concider the case 1 ::; r ::; s ::; 2. Since supp Tj,e(JX½Q) C Q, (1) of Lemma 2.2 yields the 
following estimate for the first term. 

l(L LL L Tj,tUX½Q),g)I 
j?_O l>je: V QEVL£+10] 

< LL L L 11Tj,£11r)IJIIL"(Q)ll9llu'(Q) 
i?.O l>je: v QEvL'+101 

< L 210n(m-n)j L 210n(m-n)i+in(l/r-1/s) L L IQl(f)r,Q(g) 8 ,,Q 

i?.O i>je: v QEvL<+101 

< (L 210n(m-n)j) (L 210n(m-n)i+ln(l/r-1/s)) AS"o,r,s' (f, g) 
j?_O i>O 

where S0 is the sparse collection in Lemma 2.1. Since the both series converge whenever m < 0 and 
1 ::; r ::; s < 2. Therefore, we have 

l(L L Tj,d,g)I ;S Aso,r,s'(f,g). 
j?_O i>je: 

On the other hand, (2) of Lemma 2.2 gives the following estimate for the second term. 

l(L LL L Tj,eUX½Q),g)I 
f2_0 f-.5:_jc V QEDLej+lO] 

< L 2jm+j(n-1)(1/ s-1/2)+jn(l/r-1/s)+jrn(l/r-1/s) L L IQI (f) r,Q (g) s' ,Q 

j?_O V QEVLeJ+lO] 

;S L 2jm+j(n-1)(1/ s-1/2)+jn(l/r-1/s)+jrn(l/r-1/s) AS"o,r,s' (J, g). 

j?_O 
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Ifm < -(n-l)l(l/s-1/2)1-n(l/r-1/s), we can take c such that the last geometric series absolutely 
converges. Consequently, we obtain the desired sparse form bound for the second term. For the rest of 
terms, we can get same bounds in the same way as that of Lemma 2.4. If 1 ~ r ~ 2 ~ s ~ r', the 
inequality is shown from the same argument by using Lemmas 2.3. and 2.4. □ 

2.4 Proof of Theorem 1.2 

In this part, we prove Theorem 1.2. Hytonen, Lacey and Perez [7] showed the following property of 
shifted dyadic cubes. 

Proposition 2.1. For any cube Q, there exist v E {O, 1, 2} n and Q0 E Dv such that Q C Q0 and 
IQI ~ IQol-

To prove Theorem 1.2, we give a sparse bounds for Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator by using Propo
sition 2.1 and the idea of Perez [12]. 

Proposition 2.2. Let Mr denotes r-Hardy Littlewood maximal operator. Then for any f E LP for some 
1 < p ~ oo, there exist sparse collections S"v C Dv such that 

Mrf(x) ;S ~ AS"v,rf(x) a.e. XE JR:.n. 
vE{0,1,2}n 

Proof. From Proposition 2.1, 

Mrf(x) ;S ~ M;'" f(x). 
vE{0,1,2}n 

where M'j?v f(x) := supv" 3 Q3 x (J)Q,r· Fix a» l and let 

S"/: := {Q E Dv; ak < (J)Q,r & maximal with inclusion} 

for any k E Z and let S"v = UkEzS"/:. From the maximality, one has 

for each Q E S"/:. First, we prove that S"v is a sparse collection. For each Q E S"/:, let 

From weak type (r,r) boundedness of Mr, we obtain 

IQ\EQI ~ IIMrlb➔Lr,=a-kr-rllfll~r(Q) 

~ 2nrllMrlb➔L"•=a-rlQI 

~ ~IQI 

by taking sufficiently large a. Next we prove that {EQ}QES"f' is disjoint, Let Qk ES"/:, Qs E Y: and 

Qk c/ Q 8 • We may assume k ~ s. If Qk n Qs c/ 0, then it holds that Qk C Qs or Qs C Qk. Hence, one 
has k < s and Q s c Q k from maximality of cubes in S"/:. If there exists x E Eq. n Eq,, it holds 

which contradicts k < s. Therefore S"v is a (1/2)-sparse collection. To complete the proof, it is sufficient 
to prove 

M;'" f(x) ;S AS"v,rf(x) a.e. XE JR:.n. 
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For any x E lll?.n such that M;'" f(x) fc oo, there is a ko E Z so that 

ako < M;'" f(x) :<:: ako+l_ 

From the definition of M;'", we can take a dyadic cube Q0 3 x which satisfies Q0 E .'7}0 that means 
ako < (f)Qo,r· Therefore we obtain 

M;'" f(x) :<:: a(f)Qo,r :<:: aAyv,rf(x). 

□ 

From Proposition 2.2, it is sufficient to prove following lemma. 

Lemma 2.5. Let 1 :<:: r :<:: 2, m < 0 and O :<:: p, 8 :<:: 1. We assume that a E s;,,0 and <I> E c= (lll?.n x (lll?.n \ 
{O})) satisfy the assumptions (A-1)-(A-2). Then, 

ITJ(x)I ;S Mrf(x) a.e. x E lll?.n 

holds ifm < -n/r. 

Proof. We use the decomposition of T = LjEZ Tj in Subsection 2.1. Let N be a positive integer such 
that 2N > n and \Ji(x, ~) = <I>(x, ~) - x~. 
(1) When j 2: 0, we integrate by parts in~ and use the Hausdorff-Young's inequality to obtain 

_1_ 11 r ei(x-y)S(J - ti)N {ei'l'(x,sla(x,~)1Pi(m(x -y)-2N f(y)d~dyl 
(21r)n })R2n 

;S 2jm ( IF[(x - r 2N !](~)Id~ 
l1s1~2; 

< 2im+jn/rllF[(x - r 2N !lib, 

< 2im+jn/rll(x - r 2N fib

Since m < -n/r, we have 

L ITif(x)I ;S Mrf(x). 
j?:O 

(2) When j < 0, we define the self-adjoint differential operator L as 

L = r2jN+iJ + (-tis)N. 

From 

and 

IL(ei'l'(x,sla(x, ~)1/Jj(rn I ;S r2Nj+j' 

Tjf is dominated by Mf as follows. 

ITjJ(x)I < J ( IL(ei'l'(x,sla(x,~)1Pj(~))I . . l 2N lf(y)ld~dy 
JJR2n 2-21N+J + Ix - YI 

J 2-2jN+j+jn 
< 2 ·N+. I 12N lf(y)ldy 2- J J + X -y 

2jn L ( _ +_j_ l + ~2kN lf(y)ldy 
kEZ }lx-yl~2k2 ' 'IN 

2kn 
< 2.ftri I:-~=Mf(x) 

kEZ 1 + 22kN 

2-i'NiMJ(x). 
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Therefore, it holds that 

L,Tjf(x) ;S Mf(x) '.S Mrf(x). 
j<O 

□ 

2.5 Proof of Corollary 1.1 

In this subsection, we prove Corollary 1.1 by using weighted bounds for sparse form. Bernicot, Frey and 
Petermichl [2] showed following weighted bounds for sparse form. 

Proposition 2.3. Suppose 1 :S r < p < s '.S oo and Y is a sparse collection. Then, it holds that 

for any w E Ap/r n RH(s/p)' where 

( 1 s-1) a=max -- --
p-r' s-p . 

Let us prove Corollary 1.1. 

Proof. (1) It is clear from Lemma 2.5. 
(2) We take 8 > 0 such that 

W E A(-m/n-li)p 

and let r = (-m/n - 8)-1 . By taking sufficiently small 8, one obtains r < min{p, 2}. Furthermore, it 
holds that 

-n/r = -n(-m/n - 8) > m 

which yields 

Tf(x) ;S Mrf(x). 

The statement follows from this. 
(3) We can take 8 > 0 such that w E RHc2n/{(n+2m)p})'+li· Lets denote a number which satisfies 

and then it holds that 

which implies 

(s/p)' = (2n/{(n+2m)p})' +8, 

2n 
2<s<--2-n+ m 

m < -n(l/2 -1/s). 

From Theorem 1.1 and Remark 1.2, we obtain 

l(Tf,g)I ;S As,2,s'(f,g). 

This bounds and Proposition 2.3 complete the proof. □ 
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